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An atomic
configuration.

beam can be focused into an angstrom
The main parameters and limitations

size spot by the action of the gradient force of a laser field having a special
of such laser objective for atomic beam microscopy are considered.

1. Introduction

2. A laser lens for an atomic microscope

To effectuate microscopy with a spatial resolution
in the A-region, use is made of electrons [ 1] and Xquanta [ 21. In this article, the possibility of employing beams of neutral atoms for the same purpose is
discussed. The key to the realization of this idea is
the possibility of focusing an atomic beam into a
region of several A, with the aid of a laser field of
certain configuration,
power, and frequency. The
possibility of such a deep focusing of an atomic beam
considered here is a logical development of the laser
methods for controlling the motion of neutral atoms
that have been the subject of extensive research
recently [ 3-51, in particular the techniques for focusing an atomic beam with laser radiation [ 6,7].
We consider an atomic beam in the form of the
Broglie waves and then find a potential field the
action of which is similar to that of an objective lens
in light optics or electron optics. After that, we calculate the distribution
of the field in the focal plane
of the objective lens using the analogy between light
and electron optics and determine the characteristics
of the lens, i.e., of the potential field, such as focal
length, aperture, and aberrations, and the possibility
of its realization
by means
of modern
laser
technology.

In the optical image theory [ 81, an ideal objective
lens is a transparency
having the following phase
transmission
function:
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2(x, y) =exp[ -ik(x*

+y2)/2fl

,

(1)

where k=2nlA
and f is the focal length of the lens.
A light beam passing through such a transparency
additional
phase
undergoes
an
change
of
k(x’+y*)/21:

Our task is to find such a potential field that would
make the phase change of a wave function (de Broglie wave) to satisfy eq. (1) in which k now equals
27r/&. It is known that if the de Broglie wavelength
& is small in comparison with the characteristic size
conditioning
a given problem, the characteristics of
the system are close to classical. In the quasiclassical
approximation,
the atomic wave function is defined
by the expresssion [ 91
w=

[ClMz)“*l ew( (iifi)jdz)

dz),

(2)

where C is a constant and p( z) = {2M [E- U(z) ] } “2
the atomic momentum, A4 being the atomic mass, E
the atomic total energy, and U(z) the atomic potential energy. In the text below, we will consider the
atomic motion in a quasi-resonance
laser field, i.e.,
at y<<A=w,-w,,
A~((NZ,)“*,
where 2y is the
homogeneous
resonance
atomic absorption
line
width, or the laser frequency, o. the atomic tranB.V.
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sition frequency, I the laser intensity.
and I, the
atomic transition saturation intensity.
The potential energy in a laser field is given by [ IO]
1’= (fL412) In( 1 +p) .
where p= (1/1,)(7’/4)
transition
saturation
of the wave function
Ap=Ap,

--Aq(,=(

(3)
’ is the atomic
[(;*‘/4) +A’]
parameter. The phase change
(1) due to the potential ( 3) is

l/fi~,) ( I:(z) d-_.

(4)

where AP, and A(o,, are the phase changes with and
without the field. respectively and z’..is the atomic
velocity along the z-axis.
To realize focusing, it is necessary to have a laser
field providing for a phase change of the wave function equal to the exponent in eq. ( 1). This purpose
can, for example, be served by the TEM XI laser mode
near the beam axis. The laser intensity
in the
TEM;T, mode is defined as [ 111 (fig. 1)

><[2r’lkt,‘(z)]

exp[ -2r’lw’(z)]

.

(5)

where K’,,is the laser beam waist radius in the plane
:=O, W’(Z) = w,‘,(1 -t ;‘/zi)
the beam waist radius in
the z-plane, zK= (n/,l)~v~ the Rayleigh length, and
I,,=P,,i27c~~~,P,, being the radiation power. In the case
of paraxial optics [p= r/w( -) < 1 ] and subject to the
condition p-c 1, the expression for the phase change
of the de Broglie wave in a laser field of the form (5)
has the following form, account being taken in the
expansion of the exponent of all the terms up to and
including the fourth-order ones:

where (Y= (P,,;B’)/ (nl,.J’w; ).
The phase change turns out to be proportional
to
the square of the radius. To a iirst approximation.
the bracketed terms proportional
to p’ and p’ ma!
be disregarded (/IC 1 ). In such an approximation.
the field (5) acts on an atomic beam as an ideal
objective lens with a resolution determined
b> it\
numerical aperture and the de Broglie wavelength.
The bracket terms describe spherical aberrations of
the 4th and the 6th order. respectively.
By comparing
the phase change (6) with the
expression (I ) for the transmission
function of an
ideal objcctivc lens, WC find the focal length of outatomic objective lens to be
,l-fi(XdlP,,)

(w.6) (I,l;“:Mii;)

f 71

The expression in the first parentheses is determined
by the laser beam parameters, that in the second b?
the beam waist. and in the third by the atomic
parameters. The expression for the focal length ma!
be written in term of the longitudinal
atomic velocity as follows:
/= (1/27rh) (IdP,,)

3. The resolution

(11,;;) (/,.M$/y’)

(S)

of a laser lens for an atomic beam

The resolution of the laser objective lens depends
mainly on the following for factors: ( i) diffraction of
atoms by the aperture limiting the cross-sectional size
of the atomic beam, (ii) momentum diffusion caused
by spontaneously
re-emitted
photons.
( iii) chromatic aberration due to the strong atomic velocity
dependence of the focal length. and (iv) spherical
aberration inevitable where a real laser field is used.
Let us consider how strongly these factors affect the
resolution of the objective lens.
(a) ZX[~&W aberrution.
An atom interacting with
a quasi-resonance
laser field which can absorb and
then spontaneously
re-emit photons is sphericall!
symmetric:
the change of the transverse
atomic
momentum
is
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where Aki is the change of the transverse de Broglie
wave vector component.
If the atomic beam diameter is equal to 2~2,then for the transverse interval of
the wave vector variation due to diffraction we find
Akg z 1/2a.
The diffusive

aberration

can be neglected

15 October

the objective lens when there are
Using eqs. (8) for the focal length
phase change, we get the following
the mean-square phase change due
achromatic character of the atomic

no aberrations.
and (17) for the
expressions for
to the nonmonbeam:

AG& = ( 9k,a4/80f2 v;) (Au:) .

if

(18)

The relation (10) is equivalent to the limitation of
the number of spontaneously
re-emitted photons:

If the Rayleigh quarter-wave criterion
image-quality
criterion, the following
imposed upon the nonmonochromatic
the atomic velocities in the beam:

N< (3/2)( Xl2a)’ .

Au= G (J32/6n)

Ak,’ < AkO, .

The spontaneous

(10)

(11)

decay rate is given by

P=VP

(12)

where
p=(4P,lKw;zJ

(y/2@

[2?lwz(z)]

(13)

is the atomic transition
saturation parameter. The
number of photon re-emitted during the interaction
time t,,, is
N=

I
ll”,

/?dt=(llu,)

s
Li

pdz

(14)

where L, is the length of the atom-laser interaction
region.
From the expressions (1 1 )-( 14) we have the following condition on which the diffusive aberration
can be neglected:
A2 > ( 87r4P,, y3 w;/31&‘)

( r4/w;)

.

(15)

(b) Chromatic aberration. The effect of chromatic
aberration can be evaluated by considering the de
Broglie wave front distortion caused by it. If the distortion is small, the new intensity of the center of the
difraction patterns is defined by the expression [ 121
i=i,,(l

-k28Aq2)2

,

(16)

where i0 is the intensity at the center of the diffraction pattern disregarding the wave front distortion
and Ap2 the mean-square deviation of the wave front
from true spherical shape. The local change of the
wave phase is related to the defocusing Af by the
relation [ 121
AG,,=(~~ZA,)

(Af) (r2Z2R) ,

(17)

where R is the wave front radius after passing through

I987

is used as an
limitation
is
character of

v,Cf/a2)il .

(19)

(c) Spherical aberration. It can be seen from the
expression (6) for phase change that the effect of
spherical aberration on the image can be eliminated
in two ways. Firstly, one can reduce the atomic beam
diameter. But this way leads to an increased role of
diffraction and reduced beam intensity at the center
of the diffraction pattern. Secondly, the laser beam
parameters can be selected so as to minimize this type
of aberration. For instance, it follows from eq. (6)
that when cy= 2, the 4th-order spherical aberration
vanishes. In this case, the laser and atomic beam
parameters must satisfy the condition
cr= (Poy2)(nZsA2w;) =2 .

(20)

It is necessary to make sure that this new condition
does not contradict
the condition
p< 1 used in
expanding the potential (3). The saturation parameter may be expressed in term of cy as
p= (Z/Z,) (y2/4A2) = [Z(a)lZ,,,]

(de)

,

(21)

where I( a) is the laser field intensity at a distance of
a from the beam axis and I,,,,, the maximum intensity at a distance of r= w,l$
from the axis. Already
at a= w,/4 the parameter p becomes substantially
smaller than unity.
Allowing
simultaneously
for the limitations
imposed by the spherical and diffussive aberrations,
we get the following inequality:
(4a5yL/3)

(N41vJ < 1 ,

(22)

where N= a/L. It is seen from this expression that for
the thermal atomic beams ( v; = 1O4- 1O5 cm/s ) the
diameter of the atomic objective lens should not differ greatly from the laser wavelength. For instance,
153

at a=]., a resolution close to the diffraction limit can
be achieved with u,= 1.2x lo5 cm/s.
(d) Thin lens condition. In common optics, forming an image with a lens is effected in the Fresnel
approximation.
This approximation
holds true if the
following condition is satified [ 81:
(23)

(A/z)’ ‘> (d+p)lz,

where z is the distance from the lens at which the
diffraction pattern is being analyzed, d the lens size,
and p the image radius. In our case, this condition
assumes the form

At LB= 10 ’ cm and a= uj,,/4 the focal length of the
lens should be as follows: (i) f> 1.42 for ~‘~~=i, (ii)
,f~28~forw,,=lOi,and(iii)f>6166for~;,=lO’~~.
With the laser field configuration
considered here.
the thickness of the lens is, strictly speaking, infinite
and for this reason it is necessary to evaluate the
influence of the field size along the z-axis on the lens
parameters. The phase change that a de Broglie wave
is caused to undergo by the laser field potential covering the distance from - zI(to Z/ along the z-axis is
[see eq. (611
(25)

Ap = const pZ x 2 arctan -_/

If we restrict ourselves to z,= 5zR, the phase change
of the de Broglie wave covering a distance of 10~~will
be a mere 10% at variance with that defined by eq.
( 6), and this difference will be expressed only in a
corresponding
change in the focal length of the lens.

4. Atomic beam density distribution in the focal
plane

=

[

-

(1 -tu/2)@‘/2)

+(I --4cu)(3/16)y’]

.

( 26c

are the terms defining the contributions
of the dif
fusive,
chromatic.
and
spherical
aberrations
respectively.
To calculate the atomic density distribution
in tht
focal plane. we use Kirchoff’s diffraction theory [ 8:
by which the diffraction field in the image space i!
defined accurate to within an insignificant phase fat
tor by the following integral:

( ad,f

+

a,hr

+

%,,h)

7

(26)

where
d!&, = (L’;w;I,I3AyP”)
uchr = (3/2)(Av;l~;)

“> .

,

Xexp[ili,(p’)‘/21‘]

cxp[ ~~ik,~(~‘)‘/2,/]

x J,j( kpp’iz) Q’ .

(%a)
(26b)

(‘7)

where .fp’) is the field distribution
at the entrance
to the objective lens and J,, the Bessel function of zero
order. To allow for aberrations, the second exponent
of the integrand in eq. (27) should be replaced by
the expresssion
(26). Generally speaking, to take
correct account of the total effect of individual abcrrations is a complicated problem [ 1,131 and for this
reason we will restrict ourselves to separate consideration of the effects of each type of aberration on
the establishement
of the atomic distribution
in the
focal plane.
To satisfy the thin lens condition (24), we set the
focal length.f= 5z, and then, using eqs. (8) and (20),
find the longitudinal
atomic velocity providing foi
such focal length:
1’:= [ 200n’( ~‘-N$),r’,‘P,,ll,i.J ,] “I

For a real atomic lens, the phase change of the de
Broglie wave may be expressed in the form

154

CY,n,,

(24)

,fa (A, “4)(,J’3)

AP = (‘&~/2f) i
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where I’,-is the atomic recoil velocity. This expression for the longitudinal
atomic velocity should be
substituted into eqs. (26a)-( 26c) in order to find
the contributions
of the individual aberrations. Then
we assume that the de Broglie wave incident upon
the atomic objective lens is a plane wave and find
the atomic density distribution
in the focal plane. 4s
would be expected from the relation (22), in the case
of thermal atomic beams an image resolved close to
the diffraction
limit can be achieved with a laser
beam waist radius of rt;,=L At M’,,> 10 R spherical
and diffusive aberrations become very large. and the

Volume 64, number 2
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Fig. 2. Atomic beam density distribution in the focal plane: solid
curve ( - ) corresponds to aberration-free case, dashed curve
( - - - ) shows the distribution with chromatic aberration taken
into account, dash-and-dot curve ( -. -. - .) represents that with
spherical aberration allowed for, and dash -and-double-dot curve
( - - - ) that with diffusive aberration included for w,,=l,
f=l5.61,
and a=wd4; (a) P,=l
W, u,=2.2~10~ cm/s,
A~,/u,=lO~~:(b) P,,=lO-‘W, v~=6.9x104cm/s, Av,l~~=lO~~;
(c) PO= IO-' W, ~,=6.9x l@‘cm/s; AvJu,= IO-‘, 4x lo-‘, and
10-2.

requirement for the chromaticity of the atomic beam
very stringent ( AZJ/V<1Oe4).
Fig. 2 illustrates the atomic density distribution
in
the focal plane for w,=L The solid curve corresponds to the aberration-free
case. The dashed curve
shows the distribution with the chromatic aberration
taken into account, the dash-and-dot
curve represents that with the sperical aberration allowed for and
the dash-and-double-dot
curve, that with the diffusive aberration included. Where figures lack some of
the curves, this means that the respective aberrations
are so small that the distributions
coincide with that
in the aberration-free
case. The distribution
curves
of fig. 2a were calculated for the following parameters: P,=lW,
v,=2.2x105
cm/s,
a=0.25
J.,
f=5zR= 15.6 2, and AvJv== 10-3. It is seen from the
figure that with aberrations taken into consideration
the atomic beam size at the focal point differs not
very greatly from that governed by the diffraction
limit of resolution and comes to a few AngstrGm
units. Fig. 2b shows distribution curves obtained with
the same laser beam waist wit a low laser power
(PO=10 mW). The atomic velocity vZ=6.9x104
cm/s is in this case close to the average velocity of
a thermal atomic beam. The requirement
for the
atomic beam chromaticity
is less stringent: the distribution with the chromatic aberration taken into

15 October 1987

Fig.3.Sameasinfig.2forthecasew~=l0~,~=1570~=4.9~10~~’
cm, a= wd6, AU&J:= lo-? (a) PO= 1 W, v,=6.9x lo5 cm/s; (b)
P,=lO-’ W, v~=3.9x105cm/s; (c) P,=lO-‘W,
v.=2.2X10s
cm/s.

account was plotted at Au&, = 4 x 10 - ‘. The reduction of the laser power and atomic velocity impaired
resolution: the atomic beam diameter at the focal
point is around 10 A. Fig. 2c illustrates the effect of
the chromaticity
of the atomic beam on the distribution width. It can be seen that worsening the beam
chromaticity from 1O-3 to 1O-2 leads to a substantial spread of the beam.
Fig. 3 presents similar distribution curves obtained
with a different laser beam diameter: w, = 1Oil. It can
be seen that for all the three laser power values used
(PO= 1 W, 0.1 W, and 0.01 W) it is possible to find
such a combination
of parameters as would give a
distribution
close to that governed by the diffraction
limit. To prevent the distribution
from being widened too much by spherical aberration, the atomic
beam diameter a here was set to be equal to ~“16.
The role of this type of aberration decreases materially as the laser power is reduced. All the other types
of aberration in fig. 3c are negligible and the calculated distribution
curves practically coincide with
that in the aberration-free case. Comparison between
the three curves calculated for the three laser power
values shows that the resolution of the atomic objective lens formed by a laser beam of lower power is
worse. The resolution is also worse at wO= 10 A than
at wO=ll. This is due to the fact that the focal length
fremains
fixed at 5zR.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, let us list the requirements
upon the laser radiation and the atomic

imposed
beam to
155
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achieve its focusing into a spot a few Anstriim units
across. To produce a focusing field, use is made of
the TEMX, laser mode focused stringently to a spot
size of the order of the radiation wavelength. The
laser power required to focus thermal atomic beams
amounts to several tens of milliwatts. The diffraction limit resolution of the atomic objective lens is
reached with an atomic beam chromaticity
of
AL~u= 10 ‘.
Using the atomic beam focusing technique considered here, it is not very difficult to conceive of an
atomic microscope similar to a reflecting or a transmission scanning electron microscope. The atoms
scattered or reflected by the object under investigation can be detected by any means providing for
a sufficiently high sensitivity, especially by the laser
techniques for detecting single atoms [ 141. Needless
to say that to realize such a scanning microscope with
an A-high resolution requires a small hole of atomic
beam source. Modern technology is quite capable of
making such small holes.
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